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Abstract—Reducing the amount of keypoints used to index an image is particularly interesting to control processing time and memory usage in real-time document image matching applications. This paper benchmarks two keypoint selection methods on a task consisting of reducing keypoint sets extracted from document images, while preserving detection and segmentation accuracy. We first study the different forms of keypoint filtering, and we introduce the use of the CORE selection method on keypoints extracted from document images. Then, we extend a previously published benchmark by including evaluations of the new method, by adding the SURF-BRISK detection/description scheme, and by reporting processing speeds. Evaluations are conducted on the publicly available dataset of ICDAR2015 SmartDOC challenge 1. Finally, we prove that reducing the original keypoint set is always feasible and can be beneficial not only to processing speed but also to accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

A central pillar of computer vision fields is the design and study of local descriptors. This entry point for numerous applications such as mosaicking, super-resolution, object recognition in natural scenes, etc. has been deeply studied for the last decades and gave us several high-quality contributions like SIFT [1] or SURF [2]. Commonly based on a careful gradient analysis in the image, these kinds of methods are highly valuable in terms of results, but often require somewhat relatively serious processing capabilities which can prevent us from using them for real-time applications, especially on embedded devices with lower computing capacities. Now that smartphone devices usage prevail in everyday life, this aspect cannot be simply ignored anymore. Thus, over the last few years came the recent developments of the binary descriptors somewhat inspired by Local Binary Patterns [3]. BRIEF [4] led the way and inspired many others such as ORB [5], BRISK [6] or FREAK [7]. Most methods follow a similar pattern which consist of building the feature vector by applying successive pixel intensity comparisons in a small patch around the keypoint. Therefore, it makes sense that by doing so they are originally lighter and faster but also less accurate than gradient-histogram-based methods, the last contributions like LATCH [8], BOLD [9], BinBoost [10] or D-BRIEF [11] closed the gap with the best floating-point descriptors, results-wise.

However, such works are not easily used in document image processing. For example, ORB orders FAST keypoints [12] with a Harris corner measure and SIFT idea of saliency relies on a local contrast analysis. These ideas make plenty of sense when working with real-world images but document images are not natural. Indeed, printed text contains a plethora of corners and furthermore if it is black ink on white paper (which is the most common for printed documents). On a scanned A4 paper it is thus common to get up to more than 10,000 keypoints. This leads to several troublesome drawbacks which are the feature vector’s loss of discriminability power and huge memory usage.

Thus if we consider the fact cited above regarding the smartphone industry, we can understand why this issue has been well acknowledged in the document field in the last few years. When looking at the literature, we see that two different approaches exist.

The first one is designing entirely new keypoints detectors and feature extractors. An early work on this matter is the SITT algorithm [13] for image document mosaicking which detects keypoints by looking for distinctive patterns like
punctuation symbols. In the context of document matching framework, which is the goal of our contribution, but also more robust, we can cite DTMSER [14] that applies the MSER algorithm [15] on distance transform images for document retrieval. Last, also for document retrieval an impressive and high compelling work in terms of speed and accuracy is the LLAH method [16], [17] which extracts points from word centroids and compute features as geometric invariant combinations.

The second one keeps the classical detectors and extractors for their welcomed properties, but tries to integrate them better in document processing pipelines. A recent work on the subject is a filtering of ORB and SIFT features [18] through histogram analysis (in an offline training stage) of keypoints usage (inliers) when matching images in order to keep only the relevant ones. Another recent work, although with a broader scope than document image processing is the CORE algorithm [19], [20], a generic filtering method for reducing the confusion of feature vectors during the matching step based on a probability approach. (See Fig. 1.)

This paper builds on those previous works to propose the following contributions: first we introduce the use of the recent CORE filtering method [19], [20] on a document image processing application for the first time (Sec. II); second we refine the keypoint filtering pipeline introduced in [18] by considering an extra stage in the process (Sec. III); then we extend the evaluation protocol previously presented in [18] with the addition of a new keypoint detector and descriptor pair, as well as a new reporting method based on the relative reduction measure of the keypoint set to enable the comparison of the CORE method with other ones (Sec. IV); and finally we prove that the CORE method allows a significant reduction of the amount of keypoints to be indexed with several advantages: no need for a supervised training (unlike [18]) and very competitive results both in terms of speed and quality (Sec. V).

II. CORE ALGORITHM

Earlier we discussed how classical keypoints detectors are not suitable for printed document images. The multitude of responses returned is a real issue for the loss of discriminability but there is also what is called the feature confusion issue. With similar patterns repeated regularly in the scene (in our case that would be letters and words repetitions for example), the matching step tends to be troublesome. As an illustration, let us consider an image $I$ with two feature vectors $u_i$, $u_j$ that present high proximity in the feature space. Then, another observation $I'$ of the same scene with slight variations such as perspective or lightning changes can also contain the corresponding $u_i'$ and $u_j'$ but $u_i$ might be closer to $u_i'$ than its rightful match $u_j'$, thus leading to a mismatch. Regarding what happens in the feature space with floating-point descriptors, we can consider that each vector may move for each dimension around a $\sigma$ distance. As for binary features, since it involves binary digits, the notion of movement is irrelevant here and instead we have a bit-flip probability $\mu$.

The CORE algorithm tries to tackle this issue by removing keypoints with a high confusion risk before any matching step. The main idea is to set for each keypoint $i$ a numerical value $C_i$ tied to its confusion risk. This is done with a Parzen-Rosenblatt kernel density estimator (KDE) [21] and can be used with floating-point descriptors and binary descriptors alike. Regarding the former, the authors use a gaussian kernel which gives the following formulation:

$$C_i = \frac{1}{(N-1)\left(\sigma\sqrt{2\pi}\right)^D} \sum_{j\neq i} \exp\left(-\frac{d_u(u_i, u_j)^2}{2\sigma^2}\right)$$

with $N$ the total number of feature vectors, $D$ the feature dimension size and $d_u(u_i, u_j) = \sqrt{\|u_i - u_j\|}$, the euclidean distance between features $u_i$ and $u_j$.

Since the binary feature vectors consist of a string of binary digits, the approach used here does not rely on Gaussian kernel but on a Bernoulli scheme.

$$C_i = \frac{1}{(N-1)} \sum_{j\neq i} \mu d_h(u_i, u_j) (1 - \mu)^{D - d_h(u_i, u_j)}$$

with $d_h(u_i, u_j)$ the Hamming distance between features $u_i$ and $u_j$.

Last, with a numerical value $C_i$ tied to the confusion risk for each keypoint $i$ we sort them from less to more confusing. But better than simply choosing a keypoints subset of arbitrary size, the authors propose a way of linking a confusion probability $p$ value (from 0 to 1) to a $C_{th}$ value. This way, the subset of kept keypoints varies accordingly to the confusion risk attached to the image. This gives the rather straightforward algorithm 1 where $v$ should be replaced by $\sigma$ for floating-point feature vectors (average variance of said vectors) and by $\mu$ for the binary ones (bit-flip probability).

Data: $I$ : image input
Data: $p$ : accepted confusion probability
Data: $v$ : Kernel density estimator window parameter
Data: $C_{th}$ ← findThreshold($p$, $v$)
Result: $\chi$ : keypoint subset returned
$K$ ← keypoint set detected on $I$
$U$ ← associated feature vectors
for $u_i \in U$ do
  $c_i$ ← KDE($u_i$, $U$, $v$)
end
for $k_i \in K$ do
  if $c_i < C_{th}$ then
    Add $k_i$ to $\chi$
end
end
return $\chi$

Algorithm 1: CORE algorithm.
An example of the CORE algorithm is illustrated with Figure 1. We can observe interesting trends regarding the keypoints localization: those kept tend to be located on special spots such as images, titles, subtitles, etc. whereas discarded keypoints are mostly inside text blocks which contain the most repetitive patterns, visually speaking.

III. IMPROVING DOCUMENT IMAGE MATCHING WITH FILTERING

Image matching using local descriptors follows a simple pipeline, where stable keypoints or regions are first detected before their local image neighborhood in the image is summarized into a single descriptor. For a given image, would it be the model image or a video frame, we can detect and compute a set of keypoints and their associated descriptors. In the image matching scheme we consider in this paper, we restrict ourselves to a one-to-one matching between a model image and each of the frames of a video recording. Locating the precise position of the instance of the model image within each frame of the video is made possible by first matching each local descriptor extracted from the video frame against the descriptors previously extracted from the model image and stored in an indexing structure for fast nearest neighbor search. In order to avoid ambiguous matches, a ratio-test strategy [1] is used. Finally, given a set of putative matches, a final RANSAC [22] step estimates the perspective transform between the recognized model document and its instance appearing in the scene, discarding outliers.

This image matching process progressively discards more and more information from each of the original images to finally select only a consistent subset of inliers which support the estimated homography. Filtering the relevant parts of the images is a costly process which can be improved by discarding bad candidates as early as possible, saving both memory and computation time. Filtering elements is particularly interesting before the indexation of the model image, as the resulting keypoints and descriptors set will be used at each iteration of the subsequent process. Early filtering of elements from video frames is harder in a real-time environment when filtering as to be added to the regular processing time: only very simple techniques can be applied here.

The first possible filtering happens at the core of the keypoint detection methods: their goal is to select points or regions which will exhibit the best invariance to illumination changes, blur, perspective and other distortions. Given the limited amount of context those methods can use, they can only rank the keypoints according to some basic response heuristic. Such filtering is suitable for limiting the amount of keypoints considered at run-time in a video frame, but for the model image such decision can be postponed until more context is available.

A second filtering stage can happen once descriptors are computed, taking into account the distribution of descriptors in the feature space. The CORE method [19], [20] works at this stage by discarding local descriptors based on their probability of confusion during the matching stage.

A third filtering stage can be performed one step further in the process, during descriptor matching and perspective transform estimation. This requires the use of training frames for each model to optimize. Filtering is implemented at this stage by discarding local descriptors which are rarely used as supports for estimating the perspective transform. This makes use of much broader context but comes at the cost of obtaining training data. It is possible to simulate the transformation of the image [23], or to use training data [18]. The contribution of each descriptor can be weighted by the quality of the segmentation found, but in practice this adds little information over the redundancy of training examples.

IV. EVALUATION PROTOCOL

In this paper we extend the evaluation protocol presented in [18]. We introduce results for the recent CORE method, evaluate the performance on one more keypoint detection and description scheme: SURF-BRISK, and we report the results based on the relative reduction of the keypoints set.

A. Methods under evaluation

We evaluate the following three methods.

1) Baseline: Our baseline approach is a filtering based on the keypoints’ responses. Each algorithm has its own method. For example, as said earlier, ORB orders FAST keypoints with a Harris corner measure and SIFT relies on a contrast analysis. This allows us to compute reduced keypoint subsets with fixed size. We can then evaluate the matching quality by reducing progressively the keypoints subsets sizes, from 100% size to 10% with 10% decrements for each step.

2) Histograms: The histograms optimization was introduced in [18]. This filter relies on an off-line training step based on how many times a keypoint was successfully used by the RANSAC algorithm to estimate the homography between the model image and each video frame of a training set. This method requires a training video for each model image but can evaluate naturally the stability of a keypoint and the discriminative power of its descriptor. Just as the baseline approach, it allows us to select a proportion of keypoints from a given keypoint set, from 100% to 10% with 10% decrements for each step.

3) CORE: The CORE algorithm is a recent contribution with a filtering based on a probability approach relying on the feature vectors analysis. We test it for the first time in a document image matching application. Contrary to the histograms optimization it does not require a training step. However, it was designed to return varying keypoint subsets sizes depending on the inner confusion within the image, not by computing fixed subsets size. We could order the keypoints by their $C_i$ value but we prefer to stay true to the algorithm’s philosophy. Thus, we vary the $p$ parameter from 0.15 (15% confusion tolerated) to 0.005 (0.5%) in order to return reduced keypoints subsets.
B. Detection and Description Schemes

We evaluate each method with the following three classical algorithms to test the efficiency of the keypoints selection methods. Figure 2 shows the distribution of keypoints originally extracted from model images for each detection scheme.

1) ORB: We set the ORB algorithm to return initial sets of 2000 keypoints per model image. Said set sizes are relatively faithful to what was asked since in practice we only observed a 10% variation in extreme cases.

2) SIFT: We employ regular parameters for the SIFT detector. We do not set restriction to set the number of keypoints for initial extraction: we noticed that the number of keypoints detected for each model was between 1000 and 6000.

3) SURF-BRISK: Following the evaluation in [24], we choose to couple the BRISK feature descriptor with a SURF keypoints detector since it is an interesting combination. Furthermore, the SURF detector returns numerous keypoints with document images (usually much more than SIFT). It is thus a good candidate for a filtering evaluation. No restriction to the number of keypoints to be detected was given to SURF but we noticed sizes between 1000 and 5000 keypoints for each model.

C. Dataset

The testing dataset is the SmartDOC database for document capture (challenge 1) [25], consisting of six different document types coming from public databases and five document images per class. An example of each of those six different document types is shown in Figure 3. Small video clips for each document in different backgrounds were recorded totaling near 25,000 frames with its corresponding ground-truth of the document position.

As the dataset ensures documents are always fully visible in each frame (i.e. not “zoomed at”), we had to reduce the size of the model images to match the maximum size documents could appear in frames. Having bigger images would result in a lot of keypoints detected at high resolution never being matched, and add a strong bias in favor of keypoint reduction as discarding high-resolution keypoints would always improve results. Doing so prevents us from deliberately adding keypoints from useless levels in models.

D. Performance Evaluation

Performance evaluation is performed by averaging quality (segmentation accuracy) and speed (frame processing time) indicators computed at a frame level. Such indicators are averaged progressively to cope with normalization issues due to the variability of:

1) the number of keypoints which can be detected on each model image (see Figure 2);
2) the number of frames per video among documents and backgrounds.

Quality and speed indicators are computed against the reduction factor applied by each keypoint selection method to the original set of keypoint extracted by the baseline method. This reduction factor is normalized to \([0, 1]\) using the original size of the set of keypoints detected for each document model, and expressed in percentage. This is particularly useful to cope with the variability in the number of keypoints filtered by the CORE method for a given threshold. A small reduction factor indicates a small (strongly reduced) keypoint set, whereas a factor of 1 indicates the complete original set.

1) Segmentation Accuracy: In order to assess the ability of the different methods at providing accurate matchings, we will use the Jaccard index measure [26], as proposed in [18], [25] that measures the goodness of overlapping of the resulting \(S\) and ground-truth \(G\) quadrilaterals for a given frame \(f\), after projecting the coordinates in the plane of the document (each pixel in the target referential covers the same physical surface of the document):

\[
JI(f) = \frac{\text{area}(G \cap S)}{\text{area}(G \cup S)}
\]
where $G \cap S$ and $G \cup S$ are the polygon intersection and union respectively.

Values are comprised between 0 (worst case) and 1 (best case). Results below 0.6 are not reliable for any use.

Good keypoints selection methods are expected to maintain or even augment the quality score when the reduction factor decreases. They must remain over the baseline to prove their interest.

2) Frame Processing Time: As the processing speed is subject to the influence of the time required to find a suitable homography given all candidate matches, we measured the total processing time for each frame of the dataset, for all the keypoint selection variants. Processing time is measured using the standard Python profiler module “cProfile”, and all the computations were performed on similar hardware. Times reported include the complete time required to process a frame using a Python implementation and exclude any marginal computation like environment setup, training times, model loading, etc.

Good keypoints selection methods are expected to reduce the processing time when reducing a keypoint set since it implies a faster RANSAC convergence.

V. EVALUATION RESULTS

We analyze here the results obtained by the three keypoint reduction methods for three detection and description schemes. Figure 4 summarizes those results.

We can see that the original hypothesis of this work, that processing speed actually improves when the size of the model is reduced, hold in all cases (despite some spikes due to imprecision in the measure) and thus legitimates using the keypoint reduction methods benchmarked here.

For each approach, past a certain level of reduction the matching quality starts to drop significantly. However, the corresponding threshold is not the same with every approach.

For the histograms (HIST) method [18], the important amount of context used to select keypoints is a clear advantage regarding the reliability of the results: it enables very strong reductions of the original set of keypoints while keeping the segmentation accuracy stable, and even improving it for ORB and SURF-BRISK. Processing time is also steadily decreasing along the size of the model keypoint set, in a way similar to the baseline, showing no loss of processing speed.

For the CORE method [19], [20], Figure 2.a) clearly indicates that this method is not reliable after a value of 0.15 (15%) below which the quality measure drops below the baseline. However, results with SIFT and SURF-BRISK descriptors exhibit a very interesting quality and speed performance for moderate reductions of the original keypoint set: segmentation quality is on par with the histograms method while being unsupervised. Even if the quality drops suddenly after a certain stage, it remains better than the baseline, making CORE a simple and reliable solution for keypoint set reduction for those local descriptors. Processing time, finally, is also steadily decreasing along the size of the model keypoint set, confirming the usefulness of such approach. Regarding the rather poor results with ORB features, an explanation could come from the way its detector (Oriented FAST) selects the keypoints. By combining the FAST algorithm with a Harris corner measure, it brings a strong emphasis on cornerness which isn’t well suited for document images whereas SURF and BRISK rely more on scale-space analysis. Therefore, Oriented FAST sets of points might be more random here which penalizes the CORE algorithm with its probability approach, failing to select a relevant set of keypoints by analyzing the features distribution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We introduce the use of the recent CORE filtering method [19], [20] for improving the processing of document images. We benchmarked this method against previous work using a reproducible protocol supported by a public dataset and continued the first experiments of Chazalon et al. [18] by adding more evaluations. The CORE method adds an extra stage to the keypoint filtering pipeline, making use of statistical properties of the descriptors extracted. This method exhibits very interesting properties making it suitable for improving SIFT or SURF-BRISK sets of local descriptors for which it can be as efficient as a supervised method, and also ORB to a lesser extent. The actual computations for keypoint filtering is also very fast. The histogram method remains a suitable choice because of its reliability both in terms of accuracy (which it can even improve while reducing the original set) and resulting processing speed. This stability comes, however, at the cost of manually creating or generating training samples for each model to optimize, and an extra training phase. Both methods can, of course, be combined.
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Fig. 4. Quality (top) and speed (bottom) results for each keypoint filtering method (baseline, histograms [18] and CORE [19], [20]), for three classical local descriptors: ORB (a, d), SIFT (b, e) and SURF keypoints with BRISK descriptors (c, f). Both methods under test enable to accelerate processing speed when reducing the keypoint set. The histograms methods achieve the best quality and the CORE method constantly provides better results than the baseline, except for ORB, without requiring any training. Speed curves carry some imprecision due to the non-deterministic of this measure. This explains why curves does not exactly join for $x = 100\%$.


